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Abstract. The goal of rescue robotics is to extend the capabilities and
to increase the safety of human rescuers. During a rescue mission a mobile
agent enters a rescue site and it is manipulated by a human operator from
a safe place. Without seeing the robot and the environment, a decision
on the path selection is very complicated. Our long term research goal is
to provide a kind of automatic “pilot system” to propose an operator a
good direction to traverse the environment, taking into an account the
robot’s static and dynamic properties.
To ﬁnd a good path we need a special path search algorithm on debris
and a proper deﬁnition of a search tree, which can ensure smooth exploration. In this paper we present our results in estimation of the transition
possibilities between two consecutive states, connected with a rotation
step. Exhaustive simulations were used to analyze data and to remove
unsuitable directions of the search from the search tree. Combining together the results of this paper and our previous results on a translation
step and estimation of losing balance on purpose within Random Step
Environment, we can now build a search tree and continue toward the
path planning process.

1

Introduction

The long standing target of autonomous robotics is to help weak and vulnerable humans dealing with the situations which are beyond our natural abilities:
exploring other planets, volcano craters and dangerous old mine tunnels deep under the earth surface, working in a high pressure and poisonous environments of
nuclear and chemical plants, substituting human teams in scouting, clear mines
and rescue operations. Extending the capabilities and increasing the safety of
human teams during search and rescue operations, when victims are often buried
in unreachable locations, is the main application of rescue robotics. Instead of
sending human rescues to a dangerous site of heavily damaged buildings and
underground areas, a rescue robot is deployed there for initial exploration purposes. Then a human tele-operator can operate the robot from a safe place, thus
avoiding unnecessary risk of human rescue team casualties from secondary disaster. The system consists of a remote operation station(ﬁg.1(a)) and a mobile
robot platform(ﬁg.1(b)), connected with a wireless LAN.
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Fig. 1. Standard framework includes operator (a) and rescue robot on RSE (b); we
propose to enhance the standard scheme with our “pilot system” (c)

At the moment rescue robots are mainly operated manually by human operators. The operator usually has diﬃculties to take the decisions based on the
limited visual sensory data and choosing a safe robot’s path turns into a complicated time consuming process. Staying inside a crawler-type vehicle, the human
operator feel the inclination of the slope and the decision on the traversability of
the path becomes easier. Unfortunately, the oﬀ-site operator cannot use natural
biological sensors and judges on the next move only on the base of the available
visual information and his/her previous experience. Since many optional paths
may connect start and goal locations, it is hard to make an objective decision
on a fairly good and safe path. To propose the operator a good path or several
options from the current to the goal location is our main research goal. An automatic “pilot system” will calculate the path with regard to the robot’s static
and dynamic properties. Next, the “pilot system” by means of GUI will suggest
several options of a good path to the operator(ﬁg.1(c)). Finally the operator will
decide which path to apply it in a real scenario driving the robot.
To ﬁnd a good path we implement a special path search algorithm on debris.
A dangerous and unstable debris site requires the algorithm to keep the robot
maximally stable at every step of its path. The real state space of the search
is extremely huge. We have to discretize robot’s motion and the state space in
order to decrease the number of search directions and make the search feasible.
A search algorithm utilizes a search tree [2]; for our problem dynamically created search tree can not be explicitly presented as a skeleton. Using as input
arguments Args the robot’s current conﬁguration and a local environment map,
we present the search tree with a function F (Args) = Res. Its output Res, a set
of accessible within one step conﬁgurations, will guide the tree search.
In this paper we present the particular part of function F responsible for a
rotational step. We estimate the transition possibilities of a crawler type vehicle
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between two consecutive states, connected with a rotation step within Random
Step Environment(RSE) - a simulated debris environment, proposed by NIST
[4]. Previously we presented results on a translation step between two postures
[7] and estimation of losing balance on purpose [8] within RSE. This paper is
completing our research of the transition possibilities between two consecutive
states and aﬀords us to build a search tree and continue toward a path planning
process. Out theoretical results were conﬁrmed with exhaustive simulations, removing all unsuitable directions of the search from the search tree. Currently we
are in discussing if the veriﬁcation of the proposed solution with a large set of
experiments within diﬀerent RSE setups is necessary.

2

Static Balance Estimation of a Posture

Urban search and rescue related research assumes that a rescue robot operates in
a dangerous unstable debris site of a heavily damaged by some disaster building.
One of the most popular simulations of debris environment is a so-called Random
Step Environment(RSE) or Stepﬁeld, proposed by NIST - The National Institute
of Standards and Technology [4]. RSE is a set of random steps with equal width
and length, but diﬀerent hight(ﬁg.1(b)). A big variety of optional assemblies,
similar to real debris behavior, easy setup and storage made RSE attractive test
arenas for evaluation of the urban search and rescue robots performance [9]. RSE
is an obligatory test arena for each RoboCup Rescue competition, where at least
several RSEs of diﬀerent diﬃculty levels are exploited.
Each rescue group uses its own RSE setup, which is more or less similar to
an oﬃcial RoboCup Rescue version. We assemble our RSE from 85mm × 85mm
size wooden blocks of 0, 90, 180 or 270 mm height; 0mm hight corresponds to the
ground level around the RSE-patch. We assume a simple tractor-like crawler nonreconﬁgurable robot with the centroidal location of robot’s center of mass (CM).
This conﬁguration corresponds to the main body of “KENAF” robot(ﬁg.1(b)),
consisting of two large tracks with a small gap in between. Table 1 presents
“KENAF” speciﬁcations - without sensors, front and back pairs of arms - used
in experiments and by the simulation “pilot system”.
Table 1. Speciﬁcations of “KENAF” in basic conﬁguration
Parameter
Maximal inclination
dynamic
static
Main body length
Main body width
Track width
Height
Weight

Measurement
60 deg
80 deg
584 mm
336 mm
150 mm
270 mm
17.8 kg
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Fig. 2. (a) Green state (b) Orange state: O1 (left) and O2 (right)

2.1

Static Stability

The debris site is dangerous and unstable and the main goal of the algorithm
is to keep the robot maximally stable at every step of its path in the speciﬁc
conﬁguration without slippering or turning upside-down. To ensure a stable behavior of the robot while traversing RSE, a continuous satisfaction of static and
dynamic constraints[10] is essential. To satisfy a static stability requirement,
which is a minimal necessary stability condition[6], the robot’s center of mass
(CM) must lie above the support polygon[1]. For a crawler type vehicle we
deﬁne a support a polygon as a 2D convex hull of all real contact points of the
robot’s crawlers with RSE at each given posture.
2.2

Static Balance Estimation

In this section we brieﬂy describe six static balance posture types and assign
them color labels, presented in details if [6,7]. Red state is statically unstable
posture that immediately results in robot’s turning upside down if it tries to
climb to an impossible steepness. Magenta state describes climbing up or sliding down the vertical slope of the environment (ﬁg.3). Cyan state is assigned
for a robot’s jumping down situation during a rotation motion step (if the posture will change withing just one step from ﬁg.3(d) to 3(a)). Statically stable
postures(ﬁg.2(a)) are described with a hight quality balance Green state and
an average quality balance Yellow state; Normalized Energy Stability Margin
(NESM)[3] is applied to distinguish those two states. To aﬀord the robot losing
the balance on purpose we deﬁne Orange state. This posture does not result
in robot’s turning upside down, but do not guarantee a single stable posture
since two optional postures exist (ﬁg.2(b)). Such behavior is necessary when, for
example, the robot traverses a barrier, climbing up and going down with loosing
its balance twice on top. Orange state consists of two sub-states : ﬁrst sub-state
O1 before the robot loses its balance and second O2 , which occurs after the robot
loses its initial balance, changes its posture discontinuously at that point and
obtains a balance again in a diﬀerent body orientation. Orange state is a very
gentle state and should be used with a special care in translation motion step
[7,8] and completely forbidden for a rotational step as we will explain in section
4. Further we denote by R-posture a posture which static balance corresponds
to a red state type, M-posture for magenta etc.
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(d)

Fig. 3. Magenta state - at climbing up mode robot moves from (a) to (d); at sliding
down - from (d) to (a)

2.3

Describing a Posture

To characterize robot’s postures qualitatively we use the coloring of the state. To
decide on legal transitions between two successive states, we use a combination of
6 following variables[7]. Steepness θX - the angle, showing the steepness of the
RSE at the current robot conﬁguration and rotational moment around robot’s
transversal YL -axis. Moment θY - the angle, indicating current rotational moment around robot’s lateral XL -axis. Contact points quality (CPQ) depends
on the angle θCP Q between the robot’s crawlers and the edges of the RSE cells
and aﬀects the robot’s ability of climbing the obstacles, losing balance on purpose and going down safely. Inclination is the steepness angle θX sign; with
respect to this parameter we specify three groups of posture sets: a climbing up
the steps of the RSE posture GUinc , a going down posture GDinc and a neutral
inclination posture GZinc . M-sign is the moment angle θY sign; similarly group
GPM S is for all postures with positive M-sign, GNM S with negative and GZM S
with neutral postures. Finally, NESM-stability - warns about the probability
of the robot’s turning upside down due to the CM being too close to one of the
edges of the support polygon[3].
Inclination and M -sign signal about discretization problems, pointing on the
missed posture between two successive postures; 4 other variables are emphasized for the experimental work. Combining inclination and M-sign, we specify
a neutral Z-posture -
a posture with robot’s body being parallel to a horizontal
patch of RSE : GZinc GZM S . Further we denote each posture as Col(Inc) where
Col is the color, Inc is the inclination. For example, G(Z) means a green neutral
Z-posture and G(U) means G-posture with Uinc .

3

Discretizing Search Space and Building a Search Tree

Search tree function F (Args) is to decide on possible next steps of the robot
from a given current location and orientation. In a standard 2D navigation each
cell of the state space is “free” or “busy” (obstacle, another moving agent etc.)
and a transition between two free cells is always legal [5]. In our case we have
“possible” (statically stable) and “impossible” (statically unstable) postures. But
even in the case of two adjacent “possible” postures the transition between them
is not always possible. To decrease the number of search directions we discretize
robot’s motion and the state space before the search. Starting from 3 levels of
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search space discretization for XY-coordinates of the environment, we concluded
that discretizing each 85x85mm cell of RSE into 5x5 cells of the internal robot
map with the cell size of 17x17mm is the best choice for our problem solution[7].
KENAF supports two types of motion: translation and rotation. Thus at each
node of the search tree the search algorithm opens the 3-neighborhood of the
node - go straight or turn left/right - and to proceed the search in the most
promising direction. All impossible search directions, diﬀerent for rotation and
translation steps, are immediately cut oﬀ from the search tree. Translation
step is deﬁned as a one cell length step forward in the direction of robot local
frame’s axis XL . Rotation step is a 5 degrees change in robot orientation θ,
rotating clockwise(right) or counter clockwise(left). In this paper we present
our results in estimation of the transition possibilities between two consecutive
states, connected with a rotation step.

4

Rotation Step Transitions

In practice rotational motion within the simulation and in the real world diﬀer
a lot. Quality of the surface, number of real contact points, robot’s speed, accumulated error in control system, communication delay etc. could result in a
high level of imprecision. To ensure that the simulated path could be repeated
by the operator in a real scenario, we forbid any dangerous and unpredictable
transitions between two states. Appearance of the O-posture is also a hardly predictable situation, so we forbid it for rotational motion and accept losing balance
on purpose only at translational step case. To deﬁne a legal rotational transition between two stable postures, we created a set of theoretical hypotheses,
based on our experimental experience. Exhaustive simulations for environment
existence in MATLAB gave a valuable feedback for our theory and generated
branch cutting conditions for the path search algorithm(ﬁg.4).

Basic Logic

Experiments
Feeling

Generalization

Hypothesis
Environment
Existance

Feedback

Simulations

Mobile
Capability

Experiments
Correlation

Fig. 4. Theory, simulations and experiments

4.1

Hypotheses

Similarly to a translation step case, described in details in [7], we carried out a
set of rotational motion experiments with KENAF robot in several RSEs and
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created a set of rules on the rotations (RR) between two successive postures.
Some rules are identical for both translation and rotational step. Rules include
trivial statements, deﬁnitions and assumptions:
(RR1) Neutral posture
 (Z-posture) is deﬁned if robot’s body is parallel to
the ground level: GZinc GZM S
(RR2) Perfect rotation preserves a neutral posture and a vertical coordinate
ZCM of robot’s CM.
(RR3) The only way to climb up or slide down a vertical slope of RSE is
to apply a so-called M -chain - a sequence of M postures between two stable
postures (start Gstart shown in ﬁg.3(a) and end Gend shown in ﬁg.3(d) postures
of the M -chain). M -chain cannot contain any non-M posture.
(RR4) C-posture appears due to discretization problem. With the inﬁnitely
small discretization level it would be substituted by a missed M -chain.
(RR5) M-posture has no real θX , θY and NESM parameter data, but only
an approximation. Also it has no own inclination and M-sign data.
(RR6) Loosing balance on purpose through O-posture during rotational step
results into unpredictable next posture of the robot. In a worst case it results
into robot’s turning upside down.
(RR7) Change of inclination between two postures can occur only through
O-posture and its O1 or O2 is a Z-posture.
(RR8) Change of M-sign can occur only through O-posture.
(RR9) Any signiﬁcant change in 3D orientation of the robot may result into
robot’s turning upside down.1
4.2

Successive Posture Groups

We divided all possible pairs of postures, connected with a rotational step, into
groups. Each group contains theoretically possible or impossible sequence; some
of possible sequences are strongly recommended, while some are undesirable. For
the rotation case a legal set of colors for each posture is {G, Y, O, M, C} and we
are supposed to obtain 25 groups of pairs at most. To decrease the number of
groups we treat at the simulation level G and Y as a same G color.
Forbidden Sequences
In addition to appearances of R-postures, any pair, containing O-posture, is forbidden with regard to (RR6). If during a 5-degree rotation step robot will lose
its balance at O1 in order to obtain it again at O2 , real robot’s behavior on RSE
becomes unpredictable and loosing balance on purpose may result in turning upside down. This implies not only an explicit appearance of O-posture, but also a
missed O-postures mentioned in (RR7) and (RR8). Also we forbid any rotational
step which results in robot’s climbing or jumping up situation. Fig.5 demonstrates the example of jumping up between two successive postures, connected
with a 5 degree rotational step: current posture(left) and next posture(right). In
most cases it is enough to check the vertical change in CM-coordinate ZCM to
1

We forbid any change exceeding 4 degrees. For the details see section 4.2.
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Fig. 5. Jump up case: current(left) and next(right) postures

.
detect a jump up: any case exceeding ε = 4.5mm used to take into an account
accumulated numerical error, is physically impossible. No jump up or down between two neutral postures G(Z) → G(Z) and no climbing up between Gstart
and Gend ends of M-chain can occur. Any jumping down, except C-case, is forbidden as well. C-case permits a jump down within physically acceptable vertical
jump of the robot. There is also a number of other postures, which we deﬁne as
forbidden postures and they will appear later in this section.
Undesirable Sequences
Similar to O-posture case, M-chains and single M-postures are not predictable
enough even for the case of sliding down a vertical slope of RSE. Main diﬃculty
is that since we cannot detect precisely where in [0,5] degrees rotational interval
of the 5-degrees rotation the robot started to slide down (a start of M-chain), we
cannot predict the result of the process. The same explanation, with regard to
(RR4), makes any sequence, containing at C-postures, undesirable. Being physically possible, these two postures do not result in robot’s turning upside down
and do not destroy robot’s sensors, the most vulnerable part of the robot, while
sliding down. Yet we would like to abstain from their appearance in the path because we can not predict exactly what will be the next posture of the robot. The
only case when we permit using undesirable sequences during the path search
process is when no other better choice is available. However, if choosing an undesirable sequence, upon arrival to a newly obtained after sliding down posture,
we will have to recollect the sensory data about the local RSE patch, localize
the robot and restart the path search process starting this new posture.
Perfect Sequence
We distinguish 3 types of possible sequence: perfect, good and fair. Perfect case is
a rotation on a ﬂat pattern of RSE with current and next both neutral postures
and constant location of CM in vertical direction ZCM , described by (RR2).
Good and Fair Sequences
All other G → G cases form good and fair cases group or are added to undesirable
and impossible cases groups. To make this more precise division of the cases we
apply parameters, deﬁned in section 2.3. For all non perfect G → G transitions
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Table 2. G → G posture types distribution
GG1 GG2 GG3 GG4 GG5 GG6 GG7 GG8
45% 0.02% 0.02% 0.21% 0.01% 0.15% 2.7% 51.87%

we apply a special contact points checking procedure, which compares expected
contact points vertical locations between current and next postures. We forbid
the transition if at least one of the expected contact points jumped up.
Combining diﬀerent inclinations we obtained 8 groups of G → G postures:
(GG1) G(D) → G(D)
(GG4) G(Z) → G(D)
(GG6) G(U) → G(D)

(GG2) G(D) → G(Z)
(GG7) G(U) → G(Z)

(GG3) G(D) → G(U)
(GG5) G(Z) → G(U)
(GG8) G(U) → G(U)

We analized the statistics2 for the G → G postures groups appearance, presented
in table 2. Subgroups GG3 and GG6 are forbidden with regard to (RR6) and
(RR7). GG1 and GG8 cases, being a majority of the groups (45% and 51.87%
respectively), were expanded further. Suspicious groups, forming all together
2.94% of the G → G cases, were excluded from further expansion and added to
forbidden cases. First of all, if we want to use GG1 and GG8 cases for the path
planning, we must remove any dangerous possibilities. Forbidding jump up of ε
= 4.5mm is not enough; to increase the level of safety, we forbid any jump up
exceeding zero. Of course, we aware that in many cases we forbid possible cases
obtained due to a accumulated numerical error, but we can not take a chance
to accept a real jump up. Four no jump up (ok) and jump up (j) sequences have
almost the same appearance about 25% of the cases(table 3). Again, we point at
the important issue: we take no risk of getting stuck in the real world, accepting
suspicious cases in the pilot system at the simulation level.
Table 3. GG1 and GG8 : no jump up (ok) and jump up (j) sequences distribution
GG1(ok) GG1(j) GG8(ok) GG8(j)
25.44% 21.01% 28.37% 25.18%

We are interested to apply the rotations which preserve robot’s body 3D
orientation and avoid the cases of extreme orientation changes, which in the
worst case result into robot’s turning upside down. As a measure of this change
we use a support polygon’s plane normal, which coincides with a Z-axis of a local
coordinate frame of the robot ZL . The change in normal orientation between two
successive postures as a measure of orientation change:

Ω = |Z
G ZL (curr) − ZG ZL (next)|

(1)

where Z
G ZL is an angle between the Z-axis of the global RSE frame ZG and
ZL (curr) and ZL (next) correspond to the Z-axis of a local frame at current and
2

Simulation setup for statistics is described in details in section 5.
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next postures respectively. We distinguish 5 distinct subgroups for Ω parameter
for each of 2 cases GG1(ok) and GG8(ok):
(a) Ω ∈ [0,1)
(b) Ω ∈ [1,2)
(c) Ω ∈ [2,3)
(d) Ω ∈ [3,4)
(e) Ω ∈ [4,90)
Voting for those 10 subgroups of GG1(ok) and GG8(ok) sequences showed the
following distribution (table 4). Based on the statistics we divide GG1(ok) and
GG8(ok) sequences into 3 main groups:
- GG1(a) and GG8(a) form good sequences - they appear in 86.01% cases.
- GG1(b,c,d) and GG8(b,c,d) form fair sequences, where the quality decreases
as Ω increases; all together 13.4%.
- GG1(e) and GG8(e) are forbidden sequences with Ω > 4 degrees 0.58%. Even
though some of them may be still possible, their removal from the path search
procedure will not seriously inﬂuence the quality of the path as statistics shows.
Currently we are discussing if we need to increase the lower bound of the interval
through veriﬁcation experiments.
Table 4. GG1(ok) and GG8(ok) sequences percentage with regard to parameter Ω
GG1(a) GG1(b) GG1(c) GG1(d) GG1(e) GG8(a) GG8(b) GG8(c) GG8(d) GG8(e)
40.64
4.01
1.21
1.17
0.26
45.38
4.8
1.09
1.13
0.31

4.3

Summary

Summarizing, we group all rotational step cases into 5 clusters:
1. Forbidden - R and O-postures, all jumping and climbing up cases, groups
GG2 GG7, suspicious to a jump up subgroups GG1(j) and GG8(j) and big
change in 3D orientation subgroups GG1(e) and GG8(e)
2. Undesirable - Sliding down M-chains and jumping down C-postures; they
could be included as a part of the path if no better option exists.
3. Perfect - G(Z) → G(Z) transition with no vertical change in CM location
4. Good - subgroups GG1(a) and GG8(a), where the change in 3D orientation
does not exceed 1 degree
5. Fair - subgroups GG1(b,c,d) and GG8(b,c,d), where the change in 3D orientation is between 1 and 4 degrees

5

Simulations

Only an experimental proof can guarantee that a good theoretical hypothesis will
work correctly in a real world as well. A huge number of various cases can happen
in a completely random RSE and implementation of such amount of experiments
is physically impossible. Impossible in the real world pairs of postures are also
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impossible within the simulation. As far as the reverse statement is not true,
the simulator cannot replace the experiments, but assists to structure the data
and remove the impossible types of sequences, saving time and eﬀorts. Successive
transition patterns will be integrated in the search algorithm as a part of neighbor
opening and branch cutting function F (Args) = Res.
For the exhaustive check we created a huge 61x61 cell map (ﬁg.6) which includes all typical obstacles, usually appearing in the RSE: horizontal and diagonal barriers, pairs of parallel barriers, valleys, traversable and non-traversable
pikes and holes. All possible pairs of postures connected with a rotation step were
proceeded with voting for each group, described in section 4. For a ﬁrst posture
of the pair we placed robot’s CM at every node of the grid; next posture was calculated as a 5 degree increment of the robot’s heading direction θ, rotating right.
π
2π
85π
, 180
, ... 84π
The simulation included 86 initial robot orientations θ ∈ {0, 180
180 , 180 }.
We assume a symmetrical behavior for rotating left/right and for other 3 quarters of the 360-degree rotation range. In addition to pointing at the impossible
(empty) cases the simulation reveals the rare cases and the most often cases.
Original Map
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Fig. 6. A 61x61 cells RSE, covering all main types of the environment obstacles

The total number of posture pairs was more then 6 millions. The results of the
simulation are summarized in table 5. Among them O-posture appeared in 1.58%
of the pairs explicitly and in 0.06% as a missed O-posture. Impossible pairs with
a signiﬁcant jumping up/down behavior form together 1.12% cases. Excluded
pairs, which were later also added to forbidden cases, are 0.94%. Together with
all additional forbidden posture sequences, forbidden group reaches 23.59%. Undesirable M and C-postures with sliding down behavior are only 2.36%. Perfect
rotations are the most signiﬁcant amount of the cases, 56.64%; good rotations
score 15.71%, while fair rotations sum up to 0.76% only. This statistics matches
well with our expectations based on the operational experience - rotational step
is also a hard challenge for the operator and in the simulation only 73.11% of
the pairs were detected to be more or less suitable as the path points; 2.36% of
the pairs are hardly suitable and the rest 24.53% are completely useless.
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Table 5. Main, undesirable and forbidden transitions
Perfect Good Fair Undesirable Forbidden Excluded
56.64 15.71 0.76
2.36
23.59
0.94

6

Conclusions and Future Work

To provide an assistant “pilot system” for an operator of a rescue robot, which
will be able to propose the operator a good path from the current to the target
location, is our main long term research goal. After obtaining data from the
environment a robot creates an internal world model and the path selection
within the internal model should be done. Since usually there exist more then
just a single path, a good instrument to evaluate the quality of each path is
important for the path search algorithm.
The search algorithm within the graph requires a proper deﬁnition of neighboring states to ensure smooth exploration of the search tree. In this paper we
presented our results in estimation of the transition possibilities between two
consecutive states, connected with a rotation step. It is our ﬁnal step toward
a deﬁnition of a search tree neighborhood function F (Args) = Res, where arguments Args are the robot’s current conﬁguration and the environment and
output Res is a set of accessible within one step conﬁgurations. Our theoretical basis for function F was conﬁrmed with exhaustive simulations, removing
unsuitable search directions. Next we consider to verify our results with experiments. Combining together the results of this paper and our previous results on
a translation step and estimation of losing balance on purpose within RSE, we
can now build a search tree and continue toward the path planning process.
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